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1 | INTRODUCTION

A substantial proportion of cancer patients experience heightened

psychological distress that may include anxiety, depression, fear of

cancer recurrence, and cancer‐specific distress.1,2 Improving psycho-

logical outcomes of cancer patients across the continuum of care (ie,

from diagnosis to survivorship) is a key aspect of oncology care, and

as such there is an increasing expectation and requirement that cancer

care service providers assess and address patients' psychosocial

needs.3 These services vary in complexity depending on the level of

psychosocial support required, care setting, and resource availability.4

There is a large body of evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of

psychosocial care interventions in reducing depression and anxiety

and improving quality of life of cancer patients.5-7 Nevertheless, and

due to increasing health care costs, decision makers require evidence

on the cost‐effectiveness (ie, value for money) of new services before

they can make decisions to fund and implement them in practice. Eco-

nomic evaluations are increasingly performed to generate evidence

about the value for money of new health care interventions.

Economic evaluation involves the comparative analysis of the costs

and consequences of alternative options.8 There are four types of eco-

nomic evaluations: cost‐minimization analysis, cost‐effectiveness anal-

ysis, cost‐utility analysis, and cost‐benefit analysis.8 Cost‐minimization

analysis assumes that the evaluated interventions have equivalent out-

comes but different costs, and accordingly, the decision can bemade on

the basis of the difference in total cost alone. In cost‐effectiveness anal-

ysis, however, the incremental costs are comparedwith the incremental

outcomes, as measured in natural units (eg, life‐years gained, unit

improvement in Symptom Distress Scale). A disadvantage of cost‐
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effectiveness analysis is that it does not enable direct comparison of

interventions treating different conditions with different outcomes. In

cost‐utility analysis, outcomes are expressed as quality‐adjusted life‐

years (QALYs) gained. The QALY adjusts the length of time gained

through an intervention by the quality of life associated with health sta-

tus.8 Given that cost‐utility analysis uses a generic outcome measure

(ie, QALY), it allows decision makers to compare different interventions

for different conditions. In cost‐effectiveness and cost‐utility analyses,

the incremental benefits and costs are generally expressed as the incre-

mental cost‐effectiveness ratio (ICER) which is the difference in cost

divided by the difference in health effect between the evaluated inter-

ventions. The ICER must be compared with the decision maker's

willingness‐to‐pay threshold which, in a limited budget health care sys-

tem, represents the opportunity cost of health benefits forgone else-

where from the investment in the new intervention.8 An alternative

approach to using an ICER is to estimate the incremental net monetary

benefit, which is the increase in effect multiplied by the willingness‐to‐

pay‐threshold, less the increase in cost. The new intervention is consid-

ered cost‐effective if the incremental net benefit is positive. An analysis

that measures both the costs and outcomes in monetary units is called

cost‐benefit analysis.
2 | ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS OF
PSYCHOSOCIAL INTERVENTIONS IN
CANCER

We have identified three systematic reviews of economic evalua-

tion studies of psychosocial interventions in cancer (details in
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Appendix).9-11 Gordon et al reviewed the evidence on the economic

value of psychosocial interventions to alleviate anxiety and depression

among cancer survivors.10 Dieng et al conducted a systematic review to

assess the cost‐effectiveness of psychosocial interventions for improv-

ing psychological adjustment among people with cancer.9 More

recently, Jansen et al reviewed the current evidence on the cost‐

effectiveness and cost‐utility of psychosocial care interventions in can-

cer patients.11 The three reviews found that there are relatively limited

numbers of cost‐effectiveness studies of psychosocial services for can-

cer patients in the literature. The most recent review in 2016 by Jansen

et al identified only 11 studies, reflecting the relatively small number of

economic evaluations in this field.11 Generally speaking, most of the

reviewed psychosocial interventions were likely to be cost‐effective;

however, none of the reviews made a conclusive recommendation

about the most cost‐effective type of psychosocial intervention

because of the heterogeneity in the interventions and populations eval-

uated.9-11 A number of limitations and challenges have been identified

in the reported evaluations, particularly around the lack of clear eco-

nomic question posed, the high dependence on designing and

conducting economic evaluation alongside a single clinical trial, the nar-

row scope in measuring costs, the limited application of cost‐utility

analysis using QALYs gained as a health outcome, and the quality of

economic evaluation reporting. Table 1 summarizes key limitations

and challenges reported in the literature reviews of cost‐effectiveness

studies of psychosocial interventions. Improving the quality of the

design, conduct and reporting of the economic evaluation of psychoso-

cial services in oncologywill strengthen the evidence to guide decisions

on the funding and incorporation of these services in cancer care pro-

grams. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to discuss these limita-

tions and challenges and provide recommendations to improve the

quality of economic evaluations in this field.
2.1 | The health economics question

The incremental costs and consequences of an intervention compared

with existing alternatives depend on the characteristics of the popula-

tion(s) or subgroups who will benefit from the intervention, the spec-

ifications of the interventions compared, the time duration over which

the costs and consequences will occur, and to whom these costs and

consequences accrue (ie, perspective). Therefore, a health economic

question should clearly state the target population(s) of the interven-

tion, the alternatives being compared (ie, comparators), the perspec-

tive of the analysis, and the time horizon to examine both the costs

and consequences.12,13 A clear and well‐defined question will inform

the type and design of the economic evaluation as well as the relevant

costs and consequences that will be included in the analysis. Impor-

tantly, this question should relate to the decision‐making context; that

is, what decision it is intended to inform and for which decision maker.

For instance, the economic evaluation might be intended to guide a

decision to fund a psychosocial service by a local hospital or group

of hospitals (eg, a National Health Service Trust in the UK), or to

inform a reimbursement decision by a national body (eg, Medicare

Benefit Schedule in Australia). Unfortunately, the majority of the eco-

nomic evaluations were piggybacked on clinical trials to “demonstrate”
the cost‐effectiveness of the studied services without a clear link to a

decision problem or decision‐making context. Failing to understand

the decision‐making context and decision maker's needs will affect

the usefulness of any economic evaluation to support decisions on

psychosocial oncology services.

It should be acknowledged; however, that we are increasingly

witnessing more complexity in the design and delivery of psychosocial

services. We often see multicomponent services that are delivered by

multidisciplinary teams to target one or more oncology populations.4,14

For instance, Duarte et al evaluated the cost–effectiveness of a collab-

orative care program for major depression in patients with cancer.15

This service was delivered by cancer nurses supervised by psychiatrists

who worked collaboratively with the oncology team and primary care

physician. The service comprised establishing a therapeutic relationship

with the patients, providing information about depression and its treat-

ment, delivering brief evidence‐based psychological interventions, and

monitoring patients' progress.15 In this case, it would be challenging

to define the comparator since usual care may include any or a combi-

nation of the modules provided. Furthermore, it is unclear which com-

ponent of the service contributes most to the costs and outcomes or

which outcomes of the service are most relevant (eg, cost saving, health

outcomes, or improved patient experience). One solution in dealing

with this complexity is to engage with decision makers and key stake-

holders to develop a clear and relevant health economics question,

and to adopt a comprehensive approach in identifying, measuring, and

evaluating relevant costs and outcomes.
2.2 | Economic evaluation design and conduct

Most of the economic evaluations of psychosocial interventions were

conducted alongside clinical trials. Of the 11 studies identified in the

systematic review by Jansen and colleagues, nine studies were con-

ducted alongside a single randomized controlled trial while only two

studies used a decision analytic model.11 In economic evaluations

alongside trials, all resources used by patients, such as hospital admis-

sions, diagnostic tests, and medications are identified, measured, val-

ued, and recorded for each patient over the trial follow‐up and

according to the perspective of the economic evaluation. In addition,

all outcomes relevant to the research question are measured and costs

are assigned to the resources used. Both costs and outcomes are then

averaged across all patients in the different trial arms to obtain mean

cost and mean outcome for each group.12,16

An important challenge in the design of economic evaluations

alongside clinical trials is that the sample sizes of these trials are often

calculated based on the primary clinical outcomes and not economic

outcomes (eg, costs or QALYs); consequently, the economic compari-

sons can be underpowered. Whilst it is possible to have formal

hypotheses for economic analyses, this approach is not recommended,

and its use is limited. Drummond and colleagues have argued that the

purpose of an economic evaluation is to inform decisions rather than

to make inference.8 They have criticized the high dependence on the

size of the P value to accept or reject an intervention as it is unlikely

for clinical trials to be powered to find a statistically significant differ-

ence in economic outcomes.8 Moreover, there is a risk of substantial



TABLE 1 Summary of literature reviews of economic evaluations of psychosocial services in cancer

Review/Year
Aim Included Studies Key Results Issues Identified

Gordon
et al10 2011

To assess the cost effectiveness
of psychosocial approaches

treating depression and/or
anxiety in patients with cancer

Jacobsen et al (2002), Lemieux
et al (2006), Mandelblatt et al
(2008), Ritz et al (2000), Strong
et al (2008).

‐ most interventions showed
improvements in some
psychological outcomes.

‐ three studies reported slightly
but not significantly higher
health care costs for their
intervention than their
comparison groups.

‐ the results of the review
studies were inconclusive
and subject to a lack of
transparent reporting.

‐ the studies were weakened
by omitting some resource
types and the lack of power
to detect meaningful cost
differences.

‐ the studies generally
focused on health
outcomes and costs in
1 year and the
sustainability of
intervention benefits were
not assessed.

Dieng et al9

2016
To conduct a systematic review

to assess the cost‐
effectiveness of psychosocial
interventions for improving
psychological adjustment
among people with cancer.

Arving et al (2014), Bares et al
(2002), Gordon et al (2005),
Kimman et al (2011), Lemieux
et al (2006), Mandelblatt et al
(2008), Sabariego et al (2011),
Strong et al (2008).

‐ six studies reported
psychosocial interventions to
be cost‐effective for improving
health‐related quality of life,
mood, pain, distress or fear of
cancer progression, compared
with usual care.

‐ of the six psychosocial
interventions identified as
cost‐effective, three were
cognitive‐behavioral therapy‐
based interventions.

‐ no conclusive
recommendation for the
most cost‐effective type
of psychosocial
intervention could be
provided.

‐ there was a lack of clearly
defined economic
questions in most of the
studies.

‐ all included studies were
within‐trial economic
evaluations

‐ the category costs were
narrow in scope

‐ limited use of the QALYs as
an outcome.

‐ lack of transparency and
consistency in reporting the
methods and findings of
economic evaluations.

Jansen et al11

2016
To evaluate current evidence

from studies investigating cost‐
effectiveness or cost‐utility of
psychosocial care in cancer
patients

Arving et al (2014), Chatterton
et al (2016), Choi Yoo et al
(2014), Duarte et al (2015),
Lemieux et al (2006),
Lengacher et al (2015),
Mandelblatt et al (2008),
Mewes et al (2015), Sabariego
et al (2011), Strong et al
(2008), Walker et al (2014)

‐ psychosocial care is likely to be
cost‐effective at different,
potentially acceptable,
willingness‐to‐pay thresholds.

‐ two studies found that costs
were lower while the
intervention was more
effective.

‐ one study showed lower costs
in the psychosocial
intervention (cognitive
behavioral therapy) group
compared with the control
group while effectiveness was
almost equal.

‐ the other eight studies found
that psychosocial care is more
effective albeit at higher costs.

‐ no clear conclusions can be
drawn regarding the most
cost‐effective
psychosocial service due
to heterogeneity among
studies.

‐ societal perspective was not
considered; none of the
studies reported
productivity losses.

‐ limited use of the QALY as
an outcome measure.

Abbreviation: QALY, quality‐adjusted life‐years.
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losses to the health system when a cost‐effective service is rejected

based on lack of statistical significance.8 Thus, the recommended

approach is to estimate the cost‐effectiveness of interventions and

to conduct appropriate sensitivity analysis to characterize and present

uncertainty to decision makers.8,12 Recently, Bayesian approaches,

such as value of information analysis, have been proposed as an alter-

native to sample size calculations and to characterize and measure

decision uncertainty.17

Another limitation of depending on a single clinical trial to con-

duct economic evaluation is the poor external validity (ie,
generalizability) of the results.12 Clinical trials are typically designed

to evaluate the efficacy of interventions but not the effectiveness or

cost‐effectiveness of the interventions in real‐world practice. For

example, what is considered a usual or standard care in a clinical trial

may not be the standard of care in practice. Furthermore, clinical trials

have restrictions regarding the inclusion and exclusion criteria of par-

ticipants together with protocol‐driven costs and outcomes data col-

lection, and thus, the data from a given trial population may not be

generalizable to other populations and or jurisdictions.12 In addition,

the follow‐up time in clinical trials may not be long enough to capture
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all relevant costs and outcomes.12 For instance, most of the psychoso-

cial interventions identified had follow‐up durations from 6 to

12 months.12 Pragmatic trial designs can offer some compromise

between the goals of internal validity and generalizability; these trials

help evaluate effectiveness and cost effectiveness of an intervention

under something closer to real‐world conditions. Nevertheless, prag-

matic trials cannot overcome all limitations of conducting economic

evaluations alongside clinical trials (eg, the short follow‐up

duration).8,12

A preferred approach of informing decision making is to use

decision‐analytic models where trial‐based data are coupled with full

evidence synthesis. A decision model provides an appropriate struc-

ture to describe the decision problem and the impact of all relevant

parameters under evaluation. Within this framework, all existing rele-

vant evidence can be brought together and translated into estimates

of the costs and outcomes for the evaluated interventions to inform

the cost‐effective option.8,12 For example, Walker et al used the best

available evidence to estimate the cost‐effectiveness, from the per-

spective of a budget‐constrained health care system, of systematic

integrated management of cancer patients with co‐morbid major

depression compared with usual practice.18 They constructed a model

consisting of two linked parts: the first represented the process of

identification of depressed patients from the cancer population; and

the second captured patient outcomes and costs over a time horizon

of 5 years including the effects of depression treatments. Evidence

was taken from reviews of relevant clinical trials and from observa-

tional studies, together with data from a large depression screening

service.18
2.3 | The scope of resource use and costs

All important and relevant costs should be included in the evaluation

to obtain reliable cost‐effectiveness results. The relevance and

importance of these costs are driven by the description of the psy-

chosocial service and the evaluation perspective. This could be the

perspective of the patient, the health system, or the society. In a

societal perspective, all costs and health effects are considered

regardless of who incurs the costs and who obtains the effects.8,13

In general, costs should include direct medical and nonmedical costs

as well as indirect costs. Direct medical costs are expenses related to

the medical condition or intervention (eg, visits to health care pro-

vider, treatments). Direct non‐medical costs refer to costs that are

borne by patients and their caregivers while receiving health care

(eg, cost of traveling to a clinic). Indirect non‐medical costs refer to

the resources forgone due to the medical condition or the interven-

tion (eg, lost productivity due to absence from work). Usually, eco-

nomic evaluations take health system perspective, and hence, the

focus is typically on direct medical costs.8,13 For instance, all studies

included in the review by Dieng and colleagues reported direct med-

ical costs, including treatment costs, outpatient hospital visits, and

hospitalization costs, but only three studies reported indirect medical

costs such as lost production in terms of both paid work and

domestic tasks.9 Indirect costs can be particularly substantial if the

psychosocial intervention requires considerable commitments of
patients and their caregivers (especially for those of working age),

and therefore, their inclusion in economic evaluations is increasingly

recommended to avoid misleading conclusions.8,9 The Second Panel

on Cost‐Effectiveness in Health recommended in their updated Cost

Effectiveness Analysis guidelines that all economic evaluations

should report results from both the health service and societal

perspectives.13

Nevertheless, taking a societal perspective by including all direct

and indirect costs may be a cumbersome and costly approach for the

research team. Therefore, it is advised to prioritize high costs as well

as those that are expected to differ between the alternative services

compared.8,12 Furthermore, to enhance this process and to improve

comparability across studies, standardization of cost variables cap-

tured from both the health service perspective and societal perspec-

tive is recommended. For instance, a minimum set of costs should

include the costs to develop and run the psychosocial service (eg, staff

training, offices, educational material), the cost of health and social

care utilization (eg, counseling sessions), out‐of‐pocket costs borne

by patients and caregivers to receive care (eg, travel cost), and the

costs of productivity loss. We recommend that secondary data be

used to capture direct medical costs (eg, using electronic health

records or claims). In the absence of these or when it is difficult to link

data from various sources, diaries can be developed to help patient

recall and record their health care utilization (eg, visits to hospital) as

well as their out‐of‐pocket expenses and time off work to receive

treatment. There are validated instruments to capture direct and indi-

rect costs. The Database of Instruments for Resource Use Measure-

ment, for example, is an open‐access database of resource‐use

questionnaires.19 Additionally, a number of instruments have been

developed to measure health related productivity loss such as the

iMTA Productivity Cost Questionnaire.20,21
2.4 | Limited application of cost‐utility analysis using
QALYs

Several economic evaluations of psychosocial interventions reported

ICERs based on psychological outcomes such as anxiety, coping, pain,

distress, and mood.9-11 For example, Mandelblatt et al evaluated the

cost effectiveness of psycho‐educational counseling in improving dis-

tress in women treated with surgery for breast cancer and reported

the results in terms of the additional cost per unit improvement in

the Revised Impact of Events Scale.22 However, this type of cost‐

effectiveness analysis is narrowed to a single outcome of interest

which may not be sufficient to capture all benefits of psychosocial

interventions. Furthermore, it would be hard to compare the cost‐

effectiveness of various psychosocial interventions addressing differ-

ent outcomes. Therefore, it is recommended to conduct cost‐utility

analyses whereby incremental benefits are expressed in QALYs gained

as a standard measure of health outcome. The QALY adjusts the

length of time gained through an intervention by the utility value of

the resulting health status. Utility values range from zero (ie, death)

to one (ie, perfect health).8,23,24 These utility weights can be obtained

practically using generic (ie, not disease specific) multi‐attribute utility

instruments (MAUIs) which comprise a self‐reported health‐related
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quality of life (HRQoL) instrument and an algorithm to transform the

HRQL scores on to a utility scale.8,23,24

A commonly used MAUI in oncology is the EQ‐5D which assesses

five attributes of HRQL (mobility, self‐care, usual activities,

pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression)25; other instruments include

Short Form 6D,26 Health Utilities Index,27 and the Assessment of

Quality of Life (AQoL).28 Among the few cost‐utility studies of psy-

chosocial services, the EQ‐5D was used by Strong et al to evaluate

nurse‐delivered collaborative care for the management of depres-

sion,29 Duarte et al who evaluated the cost‐effectiveness of a collab-

orative care program for major depression,15 and most recently by

van der Spek et al who assessed the cost‐effectiveness of meaning‐

centred group psychotherapy for cancer survivors.30 Chatterton et al

used the AQoL‐8D in the economic evaluation of a psychological

intervention for high distress cancer patients and caregivers.31 Never-

theless, these instruments are generic (ie, not disease specific), and

therefore, their ability to accurately measure HRQoL in cancer

patients is questionable.8 This is why researchers may prefer to use

disease specific questionnaires to measure HRQoL such as the Func-

tional Assessment of Cancer Therapy‐Breast Cancer scale or the Euro-

pean Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of

Life Questionnaire QLQ‐C30; however, these are not preference‐

based instrument and thus cannot be used directly to estimate utility

weights. One solution is to map cancer‐specific non‐preference‐based

questionnaires to preference‐based measures.32 For example, Arving

and colleagues used a published algorithm to transform QLQ‐C30

scores into EQ‐5D values to calculate QALYs gained in their economic

evaluation of psychosocial support interventions for breast cancer

patients.33 Nevertheless, developing mapping algorithms can be meth-

odologically challenging and the estimates obtained are often uncer-

tain. An alternative emerging approach is the development of

cancer‐specific preference‐based measures. Currently, there are two

such instruments, the EORTC‐8D and the QLU‐C10D,34,35 both were

developed based on the QLQ‐C30 questionnaire. The EORTC recom-

mends the use of the new QLU‐C10D instrument over the EORTC‐

8D, as it has broader dimensions and was developed using a broader

cancer population; however, additional work is required to generate

valuations (ie, weights) and to validate this instrument.24 Of note is

that for the QLU‐C10D, an Australian utility scoring algorithm was

published recently.36 Scoring algorithms for utility weights should be

based on the population preferences of the country where the deci-

sion making will occur. Therefore, we expect many additional algo-

rithms to be developed for the USA, UK, and other countries in the

future.

Despite the wide acceptance of QALYs as a measure of health

outcome in economic evaluations, there are a number of issues that

should be considered when conducting cost‐utility analyses of

psychosocial interventions for cancer patients. Firstly, not all health

systems accept the assessment of cost‐effectiveness based on

incremental cost per QALY gained. For instance, the Institute for

Quality and Efficiency in health care in Germany considers the cost

effectiveness of new technologies within a specific disease area

based on disease specific outcomes.8 Similarly, the focus of evalua-

tions in the US is the comparative effectiveness of interventions

rather than cost‐effectiveness although there is an increasing interest
in cost‐utility analysis by certain organizations in the US such as the

Institute for Clinical and Economic Review. Thus, it is important to

consider the decision context and the requirements by decision

makers before embarking in this analysis. Secondly, that decision

context is also essential to consider when selecting the best instru-

ment to estimate QALYs. Until the new cancer specific preference‐

based instruments are validated, we recommend the use of generic

MAUIs, since these are validated, widely used in economic evalua-

tions, have country specific weights and have been translated to

different languages. In choosing a generic MAUI, the instrument used

should be fit for purpose to adequately measure the changes in

HRQoL across the interventions of interest in the sense that its attri-

butes (ie, dimensions) should cover the attributes important to the

patient population, the condition, and the decision maker.8,23,24 For

psychosocial services, we recommend using either the AQoL‐8D or

EQ‐5D. However, the AQoL‐8D is preferred over the EQ‐5D in

patients with complex psychosocial needs, since five of its eight

dimensions relate to psychosocial health (Coping, Relationships,

Self‐worth, Happiness, and Mental Health).37 Thirdly, QALYs may

not always capture the full benefits of the psychosocial cancer inter-

ventions, particularly those benefits that are not health related but

are important to the patients, decision makers, and the society in

general. Examples of these benefits include equity, patient experi-

ence with the process of care, and improved productivity by

returning to work. Recently, there has been interest in moving

beyond the QALY in an attempt to better capture benefits of cancer

interventions.24,38 One approach for these additional aspects of ben-

efit to be taken into account alongside QALYs is to monetise these

using willingness‐to‐pay studies so that all benefits are expressed in

monetary terms, which can be then compared with costs in a cost‐

benefit analysis.24,39 However, it might be challenging in practice to

estimate the willingness‐to‐pay for certain elements such as equity

or elimination of fear.
2.5 | Reporting of cost‐effectiveness analyses

There has been an increasing interest in improving and standardizing

the reporting of economic evaluation. This is important to communi-

cate these evaluations to various audiences clearly and transparently

and to allow better comparison of studies from different jurisdictions.

The most prominent guidelines on the reporting of economic

evaluations are the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation

Reporting Standards (CHEERS) and the recommendations from the

Second Panel on Cost‐Effectiveness in Health and Medicine.13,40

The two guidelines provide reporting checklists for cost‐effectiveness

analyses. The reader can refer to the full checklists, but in summary, it

is essential to provide (1) brief description of the decision problem

and study objectives; (2) the health economics question in terms of

the interventions, population(s), comparators, perspectives (ie, health

system or societal), and time horizon; (3) study design (trial‐based or

model‐based), key costs and outcomes data and their sources, and

the discount rate applied for future costs and benefits (eg, 5%

annual rate); (4) the base case results of the analysis and sensitivity

analyses; (5) discussion of key findings, limitations, and implications;
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and (6) key conclusions.13,40 Nevertheless, additional local or setting

specific requirements (eg, by reimbursement body) should be also

considered by researchers and analysts when reporting their

economic evaluations.
3 | CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

There is an increasing need to evaluate the cost‐effectiveness of

psycho‐oncology services in cancer to generate the necessary evi-

dence to guide decision making. To be useful for this purpose, these

evaluations should be of high quality and relevance to the decision‐

making needs. The following are general recommendations to improve

the quality of the design, conduct, and reporting of economic evalua-

tions of psychosocial services in cancer:

• Engagement with decision makers and stakeholders early in the

design of economic evaluation is essential to align economic data

collection and analysis with the decision‐making contexts and

needs. This should result in the development of a clear and well‐

defined health economics question.

• Depending on the health economic questions, a fit‐for‐purpose

economic evaluation should be designed either using patient level

data collected alongside clinical trials, or preferably, synthesizing

evidence from various sources and using analytical modeling to

estimate the long‐term costs and outcomes of alternative options.

• All relevant and important costs should be collected including

direct medical and relevant non‐medical costs as well as and indi-

rect costs. Using standardized forms and instruments is advisable

to facilitate and streamline data collection.

• It is recommended to conduct cost‐utility analyses whereby

incremental benefits are expressed in QALYs gained as a

standard measure of the health outcomes. To calculate QALYs,

utilities can be obtained using a MAUI with the appropriate

dimensions and levels to adequately measure the changes in

HRQoL across the interventions of interest. Other benefits of

the psychosocial service (eg, improved patient experience or

equity) can be presented to decision makers to supplement the

results of cost‐utility analyses and better inform deliberations

for decision making.

• The reporting of the economic evaluations should follow to

the recommendations of the CHEERS statement and/or the

recommendations from the Second Panel on Cost‐Effectiveness

in Health and Medicine.24,38
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APPENDIX

A review of systematic review was undertaken to identify systematic

reviews of economic evaluations of psychosocial interventions in

cancer. Searches were conducted in PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE,

CINAHL, PsycINFO, Cochrane library, and DARE (see Figure A1).

Covering the period from January 2008 to September 2018 using

the following search terms for title

(Cancer* OR neoplasm* OR tumor*) AND (psychosocial OR

“cognitive and behavioural intervention” OR “patient education” OR

psychotherapy OR “cognitive therapy” OR psychoeducation OR

psychotherapy OR “social support” OR “supportive therapies” OR

psychodynamics OR “psychoanalytic therapy”) AND (cost‐effectiveness

OR “cost utility” OR “cost benefit” OR “cost analysis” OR “costs and

cost analysis”). MeSH terms included: neoplasms, patient education,

psychoanalytic therapy, psychotherapy, supportive therapies, social

support, psycho education, cognitive therapy, costs and cost analysis,

and health care utilization.

Searches were limited to full‐text, English language articles

involving humans.

Titles and abstracts of retrieved articles were screened by two

independent reviewers (H.T., N.ES.) against the following inclusion

criteria; review of articles on economic evaluations of psychosocial

interventions, where the economic evaluations' limitations were

reported. Extracted information included authors, year, aim, studies

included within the review, main results, and a summary of the

economic evaluation issues identified.
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FIGURE A1 Flowchart of the literature search
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